to	ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND
Item paid the xviii September for carryeing of Newmans books to the hall, mi*:"
i.e. for confiscating them and carrying them to the Stationer's Hall  to be destroyed.*
"My words, I tyiow, do well set forth my mind/' wrote Sidney;3 and there is nothing equivocal
in his disgust against Lord Rich,
"That rich fool, who by blind Fortune's lot
The richest gem of life and love enjoys."*
It was outrageous of G.E.C. in "The Complete Peerage" (ist ed: (1891) Vol., V. p. 401) to
allege that Penelope Lady Rich was " guilty of a criminal intimacy with Sir Philip Sidney her former
lover." Sidney himself described how she
" would not let me, whom she loved, decline
From noble course, fit for my birth and mind;
And therefor  by her love's authority
Willed me those tempests of vain love to fly."4
"Cupid is sworn page to chastity "; "Honour is honoured" says Sidney. And after his death
Matthew Roydon, acquainted both with him and with Lady Rich, commended their affection in " An
Elegie or Friends Passion for his Astrophill":
" Above all others this is he
Which erst approved in his song
That love and honour might agree:
Sweet Saints, it is no sin or blame
To love a man of vertuous name."
That Lady Rich succumbed long afterwards to the persuasions of Charles Lord Mountjoy is a
different story: one of the few genuine scandals of Queen Elizabeth's Court. We will consider it
in its chronological place. But it affords no excuse for aspersions upon Philip Sidney; or for the
inclusion, by a recent editor of his Works, of a vapid and grotesque diatribe about women, the exact
opposite to his genuine opinions and feelings.
The admirable power" of true love, says Sidney in "Arcadia" is to enable the lover "to bring
forth the noblest deeds that the children of earth can boast of." And his shepherd boy, in the same
romance, on coming for the first time into the presence of the King and Court, was not boorish, but
behaved " with so pretty a grace that it seemed ignorance could not make him do amisst because he
had a heart to do well"
All through Sidney's writings, prose or verse, it is the " heart to do well" that he values. In
"Arcadia" two shepherds, both admiring the same beautiful shepherdess, Urania, exclaim: "Hath
not the only love of her made us (being silly ignorant shepherds) raise up our thoughts above the
ordinary level of the world, so that great clerks do not disdain our conference?"
Thus is struck the keynote of " Arcadia"; the power and inspiration of beauty.
" Soul is form and doth the body make," says Spenser; and so with Sidney, inward " vcrtue "
is generally accompanied by " goodly shape," or " lovely countenance" or other external graces; and
whether upon high or low, true love confers a nobility independent of time or place; a charm which
only a loveless nature refuses to recognise.
It is not possible to gain our full share of pleasure from the Elizabethans unless we approach
them as one of themselves: which the grafting of human sympathy on to exact scholarship makes
possible. When, in "Twelfth Night," Olivia objects to poetical discourses as mostly "feigning," she
1	There was another edition, undated, "At London Printed   for   Matthew  Lowncs";   and   in   1598
there were appended to the 3rd ed: of "The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia," "certeine Sonnets
never . . . before printed" (extra to Astrophel and Stella then included with Sidney's other works).
2	Sonnet XLTV.  3 Sonnet XXIV.   4 Sonnet XIV.

